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Reviews of the Darker After Midnight (Playaway Adult Fiction)
by Hillary Huber,Lara Adrian

1. Castiel
Wow what a book. Packed full of adventure surprises and love of course.
And this one the order finally get to see the first female Breed. I did say it

was full of surprises and this one is full of surprises. It’s longer than the
other books I have to admit I was beginning to wonder if it would really
ever end but it was worth the wait and I still can’t believe the ending. In
this when Chase gets to find his woman after he goes through a hard time
of bloodlust..She’s going to be the first woman who’s ever been to Breed
so it’s a lot in there fascinating interesting lots of blood but a pretty good
book. I did have some slow parts and I did find myself kind of going
through them fast but it was still an overall a good book

2. ChallengeMine
Wow! I loved Andreas's story, but Chase's story beats that out hands
down. ???? I have to admit, when Chase was first introduced, I didn't like
him. When he was given more character, persona, I fell for it- hook, line,
and sinker! The heart ache of loving someone you just can't have, to then
having to take the life of that one's own son was horrible. ???? If you
didn't like Chase by then, you definitely haven't liked him since? The ones
who did like him, as other's stories came out, you probably had a change
of heart all as well. ???? THIS BOOK of Chase's story was unbelievable!
His story alone.....fantastic! ???? Dragos......bye bye fry guy!!! ???? Loved
it!!!! The Breed co-existing....at last....phenomenal! The teasers with all
the new and expected babies ???? ???? ????....hoping for more glimpses in
to them????, yet seeing the series wrapping up.... I was hoping for a few
more books yet!! ????
Lara Adrian.....KUDOS! ???? You nailed it! ???? ????????????
Thank you! ????

3. Onaxan
There is something about going to hardcover that does something to
authors. I downloaded Darker After Midnight because I didn't want to wait
till it came out in paperback. I should have waited. I wanted to read the
story of Sterling and Tavia but they were not the center of this story. I
haven't read this much angst since the fifth book in the Potter series. This
book has forty four chapters which is probably 14 too many. It isn't till

chapter nine the the hero and heroine actual spend any time with each
other. The book is so filled with multiple character lines that you don't
spend much time actually getting to know any of them. The evil villain
Dragos spends his time terrorizing his minions and killing them here and
there while giving rants on how he will take over the world and all will
worship him. I am amazed he gets anyone to follow him. And evidently the
world centers in Boston. Every time we go into the dynamics of the Order
the author has to stop and run down the entire character list of warriors
and mates, the odd children, their names, what they look like with
descriptions of the women's flowing hair and soulful eyes. I would much
prefer spending some time with the supposed hero and heroine. As soon
as they get together the author goes back to Dragos ranting. I gave up
and skimmed through some of the ranting and angst. When the focus is on
main characters and their relationship its not too bad but it seemed like
the author put way too much filler in between the real book. I read it but I
wouldn't recommend it if you weren't already invested in the series. The
book is supposed to be a stand alone, maybe that is why there are so many
descriptions but it doesn't do justice to the series. It wasn't a waste but I
was glad I finished because I thought about just giving up and re reading
one of the earlier books.,

4. Gadar
The last 3 novels Adrian has put out have had me questioning a lot of
things. There were a few particular issues about this book that kept it at
four stars for me. Those things are:
1.The constant redirection back to past characters, chapters are taken up
with Lucan and other past characters, I understand that this is necessary
at times. Yet, it's gotten to be a distraction and I'm getting bored with it.
It's become a huge part of the last 2 books. I liked it better when each
Breed had about 90 percent of the book to take us on a fun filled suspense
ride.
2.The fact that we are to believe that the last ten books only covered a
year and half. Come on...all these stories. Let's move forward a little bit
please.
3.The quick death of Dragos - a villian that has been going strong for at
least 7 books now. I didn't feel like that was wrapped up. I also didn't feel
like he got his just deserves, I wanted more to that story.
4.Why are the charters killing all those Gen One's on site, shouldn't they
of tried to remove their collars rather then looked for a quicker way to

behead them. They were all just as much a victim in Dragos sick schemes
as the breed mates were.
5.Please bring back the Ancient. I hated that he fell of the cliff, but we
didn't actually she him die, is he still alive? If so I want to know more!
6.The Breed mates are descendants of Atlantis??? Really, NOOOOOO!
Don't go there, way too cheesy. It's been done too by several other
Paranormal authors. Adrian you are too good for that.
7.Chase's memories of the past, oh man, I have been reading about is
inner thoughts FOREVER. Glad that's over.
What I really really like:
1.The heroine, Tavia - awesome a female Gen-One!!! Love it! Was hoping
for this for some time. Her character was grrrreat. Strong, smart, and
brave. Not a complainer. Perfect.
2.The erotica between Chase and Tavia - WOW ---- HOT HOT HOT! Some
of the best so far. Even went back and re-read some of it...its that good!
3.The outing of the Breed to the world. Coolness, love the idea of where
this could take the series.
4.Even though the whole Atlantis thing was a bit on the laughable side, I
do like that we are looking for reasons as to why the Breed females are
the way they are so on that note...I look forward to more, I just hope it
doesn't take on a real corny note. The reason I like Adrian so much is
because she makes Paranormal Romance seem real and factual. She takes
away all the goofy things most writers do with it and turns the story into
something you can get lost in.
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